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Using a simple functional relation the distribution of the times of free flight in 2 claskal gas of hard spheres is 
shown to depend only on two specific combinations of the molecular and th~mo&ynamic parameter. This distribu- 
tion has been c&u&d with molecular dynamics for three values of the density. The behaviour of the function is 
found to be qaalitativcly simiir to its form in the low density limit, even for densities for which the system is far in- 
to the crystalline phase. 
Let p(7) dT denote the probability over an equilib- 
rium ensemble that the time of free flight of a hard 
sphere will be between T and T + dr. Let p(u, 7) dT de- 
note the probability of the same event taken only 
over those particles in the equilibrium ensemble 
which have instantaneous velocity u. The two func- 
tions are related by: 
p(r) =sfeg(4~(4 d3u, 
where 
. (1) 
p(u) = (2srkT/‘lm)-3’2 exp (--mJ/2kT) (2) 
denotes the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, m the 
mass of a sphere, T the temperature and k Bohzmann’s 
constant. 
The function p(u,~) is physically significant be- 
cause this function determines ome of the transport 
coefficients of the hard sphere gas. For example, by 
calculating the transfer of momentum through a fic- 
titious surface in a hard sphere gas which is in a ma- 
croscopic state of uniform shear one finds that the 
viscosity is rigorously given by: 
q~~imz~~ duv4p(,iJ p(u,r)rdT, (3) 
-0 0 
where p denotes the number density. In the present 
note we shall consider the free flight time distribu- 
tion for its own sake. Before doing so we would like 
to recall how this function can be calculated explicit- 
ly for small densities (most textbooks on kinetic theo- 
ry discuss this problem). in contrast to the situation 
at higher densities molecular chaos holds at low den- 
sities. This straightforwardly leads to the low density 
form (indicated with subscripts 0): 
po(u,r) = n(~)e-“(~~, (4a) 
n(u) = srpG2(m/2rrkn3’2 
X J-1; - ul exp [-m(~‘)~/2kT] d3P’, (4b) 
where u denotes the diameter of the hard spheres. Sub- 
stit?lting into (1) the low density limit of the free 
flight time distribution is found to have the form: 
Q(T) = pa2(kTl,)1’2qpo2(kT[m)1f27), (54 
where 
P(0) = _: = 2 s o Y ~jexp[--fy2~(~~j1’2~~jl, W 
(5~) 
23. 
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F& I. Low density limit of the free fli&ht time distribution. 
For notz&on compare q. (5). 
The function P(B) has been calculated zmmerically 
and the results are given in a logarithmic plot (fig. 1). 
Quantitatively P can be approxiiaied by an exponen- 
tial 
P(B) = 7.09 exp(-7.090). (6) 
For arbiirary densities the function p(u, 7) obeys a 
simple functional relation which is found as fqllows. 
Imagine the gas in thermal equilibrium at a temper- 
ature T and now (at zero time) instantaneously in- 
crease all the velocities by a factor 01. Then, for posi- 
tive times, the gas is again in thermal equilibrium, but 
ROW at a temperature a2T. This is the case because 
the trajectories of the hard spheres are unchanged; the 
particles will follow their trajectories faster by a fac- 
tor Q. Therefore, the sequence of collisions between 
spheres will be the same, but all the free flight times 
have to be multiplied by a-l. This gives: 
p(u,7. T) = (Y-lp(fx~,CA,&Ljr). (7) 
Taking Q = T one finds that p has -the form T”2G,(u~, 
Tr2). Now k. T and m enter this problem only in the 
combination kT/m. which appears in the equilibrium 
distribution (2), so p must h&e the form (kT/m)1~2 X 
G+,r(kT/m)*n). As far as the dependence on p 
and u is concerned one can always write: 
p(u,r) = po2(kT/m)‘~G~(vz,r(kT~m)‘~, po2, po3), 
where G3 denotes a-dizensicinless function of the 
.Fig. 2. Molecular dynamics calduIation of the free flight time 
distrtiution for densities: (a) po3 = 03; (b) PO’ .= 0.6; (cl pa3 
= 1.2. The hokzontal axis gives the value of (r/o) (kT/m)““. 
__ 
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four variablel indicated anti where u = tui. One &&y 
Subs~tu~ this formula into (1) the ‘“scaled” form 
of the free flight time dis~ibut~on is found: 
p(r) = p&kTfm)‘~= F@&kT/m)‘b PO?) , * (91 
The l&it of F for pa3 * 0 has been &I&I in eq. (5). 
The d~~~bution p(r) was calculated nu~e~c~y 
with molecular dynz@cs, for 500 hard spheres in a 
cubic voturne. The densities were po3 = 0.3,0.6 and 
12. The calculation was done on a C@?, 0500 elec- 
tronic computer; the total number of collisions was 
3258 1,41892 and 35228. The results are given in fas. 
2a, 2b and 2~. 
Et is obvious from these figures that, apart from a 
gradu’srl shift of p(r) towards shorter flight times, the 
qualitative behaviour of the distribution is similar to 
the low density limit (5). This feature is the more re- 
markable because a phase tr~ns~~onjn the hard 
. . _. 
sphere fluid-is found [t] tit derisities po3 w 0.9. From 
the equation’of state, and by observing the motion 
of the pticles, Alder and Waimvright conclude that. . 
this phenomenon is of the nature of a.fhrid-solid ~. 
transition. Th&from th& poi& of view, for a den- 
sity p(r3 = 1.2 the System is far into thecrystalline 
phase. Nevertheless it appears from our results that 
on a time scale of the order of the mean free flight” 
time the motions of the particles are still as irregular 
as in the fluid phase. _ 
If the function p(u,~) behaves in a similar way; 
then eq. (3) leads to a finite value for the shear vis- 
cosity of the %rystalhne” phase. However, it is can-. 
ceivable that for large densities j- p(Et, r)r dr diverges; 
on the other hand a system consisting of a few hun- 
dred particles on& would probabIy be too small to 
reproduce thii effect. 
[ 11 T. Waimnight and B J_ Alder, Nuevo Cimento 9.Suppt. 
10 <1958) 116s 
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